Wyplay strengthens its Canal+ Group partnership
with new project for nc+ in Poland
th

Marseille, France, and Warsaw, Poland – January 7 , 2015 – Wyplay, creator of software solutions for pay
TV operators, and nc+, the most technically advanced digital TV platform in Poland, today announced their
collaboration on an upcoming project.
Part of the Canal+ Group, nc+ in Poland is the second largest market for the Group, after France, with 2.2 million
subscribers. nc+ operates an advanced digital TV platform with the widest exclusive film and sports offer, as well
as a unique selection of premium channels, including eight channels from the CANAL+ family.
Wyplay and Canal+ Group have been successfully working together for more than 2 years where Wyplay
provided Canal+ with the software update of the terrestrial and satellite G5 boxes and contributed to the
development of the new “Cube S” set-top-box unveiled previously in 2015.
Wyplay now strengthens its partnership with the Canal + Group by developing for nc+ a new product. This new
project illustrates the synergies made possible by the adoption of Wyplay’s Frog solution by Canal+ Group,
allowing faster development through reuse of common software components and economies of scale thanks to
Frog’s support for multiple hardware platforms.
Jacques Bourgninaud, CEO of Wyplay, declared: “This new project with nc+ exemplifies the benefits that pay TV
operators gain with Frog: ability to leverage a proven solution as a foundation to specific customizations and
innovations for nc+ that can be deployed faster to subscribers.”

###
About nc+
nc+ platform is technologically the most advanced digital platform in Poland with the widest exclusive film and
sport offer, as well as a unique selection of premium channels, including eight channels of CANAL+ family and
several other thematic channels. nc+ platform was created by merging the leaders of Polish television market –
digital platforms: “CYFRA+” and “n”. nc+ is part of the Canal+ Group.
Website: http://ncplus.pl/
About Wyplay
Independent and internationally recognized, Wyplay develops open, modular and innovative software solutions
for IPTV, cable, satellite and terrestrial TV operators and broadcasters around the world.
Wyplay’s technology enables operators to select, configure, and deploy solutions easily from the richest list of
preconfigured functionality available in a modular online TV solution, including an electronic program guide;
video recorder; multiscreen and multiroom connectivity, an application store; and more.
Wyplay’s professional services team creates user experiences that exactly match and complement an operator
or broadcaster’s product and market strategies. Wyplay is now a strategic partner for such leading brands as
SFR, Vodafone, Belgacom, Canal+ and Sky Italia.
To learn more about Wyplay’s set-top box, multi-screen and OTT solutions, please visit www.wyplay.com and
https://frogbywyplay.com/.
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